Intraoperative digital specimen mammography: rapid, accurate results expedite surgery.
Specimen mammography during image guided breast surgery is a daily occurrence. The process of specimen travel, imaging and reporting may take 20-30 minutes. An intraoperative method to obtain digital specimen mammograms may expedite the process. We compared intraoperative digital specimen mammography (IDSM) as well as standard specimen mammography (SSM) on 121 consecutive image guided lumpectomies. Each lumpectomy specimen had IDSM obtained followed by travel to radiology for SSM. Surgical decisions were based on all imaging obtained. Data included 1) the ability of each imaging method to identify the target lesion, 2) degree of concordance of surgical interpretation of IDSM compared to radiologist interpretation of SSM, 3) the time required from lumpectomy to surgical review of images from each method, and 4) potential operative time savings. Intraoperative digital specimen mammography (IDSM) was equally as accurate as standard x-ray film specimen mammography. There was no significant difference between 1) the frequency of identification of the target lesion by surgeon or radiologist, 2) lack of identification of any lesion, or 3) frequency of involved margins using imaging criteria. However, there was a marked difference in 1) the time needed to obtain images ready to read, 2) the ability to re-excise tissue promptly, and 3) the overall operating room time with an average decrease of 19 minutes. Intraoperative digital specimen mammography (IDSM) was equally accurate as SSM obtained in this study. Use of this new technology allows surgeons to quickly view specimen images which translate into shorter more efficient operations.